The city of the Larti
An old barber at Bedrah first told us of the Larti and the
Hindimini, their sister tribe in antiquity. They were, said he,
the oldest tribes of Pusht-i-Kuh, the last descendants of idolaters
to whom once it all belonged. They fled before the invaders,
retreating ever higher into the fastnesses of their land, till
these two ravines were all that was left them under the un-
compromising wall of the Great Mountain. This towered
3,000 feet and more above us, black and unscalable to
all but genuine climbers, though they told us that there was a
way among its almost perpendicular slabs for men who went
on foot. A thin thread of water dispersed itself in spray on
the enormous flank, making it shine as if a strip were varnished.
The steepness came down a little above us, where loose stones
rolling made a gender slope covered with trees. Here on a
cliff-encircled promontory the ruined city stood, with traces
of stone walls and ruins of houses jagged as an old crone's
teeth against the mountain background.
We had to dip down into the ravine and up again, to go
either to the city or to the present metropolis of the Larti, a
company of seven tents or so on an opposite promontory.
The tribe had had misfortunes. What with feuds and wars
their numbers dwindled, and most of what remained had
fled and is settled in Kernienshah, while the Dusanis have taken
over the lands left empty. Such as there were, however, the
Larti were as-friendly as could be. Their two small mills
were down in the valley, fed by a runnel with soft muddy
banks. Traces of older and once prosperous gardens were
visible on what had been hillside terraces. And at the top,
the Larti families were grouped each round an oak tree whose
branches made a natural roof, whose boughs were used as
wardrobe and larder, while a palisade of woven reeds made
the walls. No more simple form of house can be thought
out, and they were simple people who lived there, dressed
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